Haldane

Architectural Joinery Services
anything is possible

Haldane UK has gained its unrivalled reputation in the architectural joinery
market thanks to its unique blend of advanced machining technology and its
highly skilled craftsmen.

Our combination of 5 axis, 3 axis, turning, moulding and general timber
machining enables us to deliver superior quality solutions with our world
class service.
Our services have been called upon by a diverse range of clients,
including, private individuals, architects, architectural joinery companies,
door manufacturers, furniture manufacturers and timber wholesalers,
who have revelled in our ability to deliver their requirements to market
leading quality standards within their timescales and budgets.
Haldane may be renowned for our ability to machine any shape or any
profile out of any commercially available timber, however many clients
enjoy our competitiveness when it comes to simple turned components.
So whether you are looking for turned components to be incorporated
into a larger project or a fully assembled finished product using a
combination of our machining services, we can deliver quality and
consistency all within budget.
Our expertise has been used to produce everything from high quality radiator covers to
chair legs all manufactured to our exacting standards with a high quality finish that is
second to none.
Whatever your needs, we can provide expert advice and guidance on the best solution for
your requirements.

the only limitation is your imagination

Complex Timber Components
This unique blend has been utilised to produce virtually anything your
heart desires from Japanese Drumsticks to pram handles and from
bathroom furniture to from kitchens cabinets whether in small to
medium production runs or one off items.
Our machining expertise has been called upon to manufacture bespoke
items for products and projects that have featured in John Lewis, Euro
Disney and the Scottish Parliament.

Restoration and Refurbishment Services
Whether you are looking to repair a broken piece of furniture, match a
broken component, or restore an entire staircase back to its original
glory, Haldane offers the complete solution.
Our laser surveying technology allows existing components to digitally
profiled in a matter of hours to extraordinary detail, before being
passed for programming and tooling.
And once machined, our team will ensure every component is hand
finished to achieve our superior standards.

Prototyping Solutions
Where we truly come into our own is one off prototyping projects where
we can assess the feasibility and present a superior quality product for
demonstration and presentation purposes.
So if you are considering developing a prototype made from timber or
incorporating timber into your next product or project and you would
like to create a feature that is as individual as you are, contact us now
to discuss your vision and we will help you achieve it.
Whether you are looking to replace or refurbish a one off component,
produce a range of individual items or undertake a full manufacturing
run of timber components, Haldane UK can offer you a manufacturing
service which is second to none, timber advice from some of the UK’s
most experienced timber experts and world class customer service.
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about Haldane
Founded in 1946, Haldane has gone from strength to strength

There are many unmistakable characteristics that define a

through continued investment in our equipment and a passion

Haldane UK service – distinctive timber quality, breathtaking

for awesome service.

accuracy, hand-finished luxury and world class professionalism
from initial contact to final installation.

Haldane is now a proud company dedicated to delivering the
world’s most advanced timber manufacturing solutions.

Quite simply there are very few companies that can even come
close to the standards we continue to set.

Our state of the art machining technology coupled with our
highly skilled and experienced team is a powerful combination
that delivers spectacular solutions.
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